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Abstract. Natural Language Understanding (NLU) has been a growing area of research in 
computer science. Although morphology and syntax play an essential role in NLU, end-case 
analysis in some languages, like Arabic, is an important component in the correct 
interpretation of a sentence. 
In this research, an end-case analyzer (ECA) for Arabic sentences has been designed, 
implemented, and integrated within a Natural Arabic Understanding System (NAUS). ECA 
consists of two main components; the end-case generator, and the invoker. The end-case 
generator determines the end-case analysis for the given sentence and its constituents 
according to Arabic end-case grammar rules. which have been encoded in ECA as IF-THEN 
Prolog rules and predicates. The invoker was implemented as calls to the end-case generator 
inserted within the syntactic analyzer of NAUS. ECA was implemented in Prolog on a 
personal computer with Arabic support. 
The modular design of ECA permits its use within NAUS in addition to other 
applications such as sentence generation, speech analysis and synthesis, translation 
systems, teaching Arabic, and checking and correcting grammatical errors. 
Introduction 
The study of the Arabic sentence structure includes two main aspects: syntax and 
end-case. In Arabic, the determination of the syntactic identity and end-case 
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characteristics is called nirab". When parsing a sentence, end-cases play an essential role 
in determining the syntactic functions of the elements (words, phrases, clauses) of the 
sentence. Although morphological analysis determines morphological characteristics 
such as tense, affixes, gender. number, person and root, it can not determine the 
syntactic role or the end-case specially when the end-case is a diacritic, which is not 
explicitly specified in most Arabic text. Fig.! shows two examples, the first of which 
contains two occurrences of a word that have the same exact morphological 
characteristics; yet their syntactic roles and end-case are both different. The second 
example shows a sentence where the end-cases are diacritics and the sentence has two 
different interpretations depending on the end-cases.The example shows the sentence 
with and without diacritics in both cases. End-case analysis is essential not only for 
understanding Arabic sentences and correct pronunciation of words but also for speech 
processing, translation systems, teaching Arabic, and checking and correcting 
grammatical errors. 
In this research work, we present and end-case analyzer of Arabic sentences. We 
first present the linguistic principles of end-case in Arabic, define the problem, and 
survey the existing efforts in the field. Next, we present the proposed analyzer design, 
which is based on the linguistic principles of end-case, and the corresponding 
implementation, and demonstrate its use within a Natural Arabic Understanding System 
(NAUS). Finally, we conc1ude by evaluating the proposed analyzer, and considering 
different applications of the end-case analyzer. 
Linguistic Principles of End·Case in Arabic 
Words in Arabic are classified into three classes: nouns, verbs and particles [1 - 4]. The 
effect of end·case rules on a word can be an explicit or implicit mark. In the explicit 
case, the mark can be a diacritic, suffix. or deletion of the terminal letter of the word. In 
the implicit case, the mark is a diacritic which can not be uttered (thus implicit) due to 
phonological rules. In addition, end-case rules not only apply to words but also to 
subsentences (phrases, clauses and sentences). in which case the end-case mark is 
implicit. The end-case of a subsentence determines its syntactic function, thus 
contributing to the correct interpretation of the containing sentence. 
Nouns can be in one of three irab cases: nominative, accusative, or genitive. A 
noun can be in one of these cases according to the end-case position that it occupies in a 
sentence. Tables la, lb, and lc show the possible end-case positions (syntactic function) 
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nouns in Arabic fall into one of two categories: variable and invariable [1 - 4]. Table 2 
shows the two categories, the noun types in each category, and examples of each type. 
A variable noun is a noun that experiences changes in its end-case mark when its 
irab case in the sentence changes [1 - 4]. The end-case mark for this type of noun differs 
from one noun type to another. That is, for some of these types the end-case mark is a 
diacritic, while for others it is a letter. Tables 3a. 3b, and 3c show a list, with examples, 
of these noun types and corresponding end-case marks. 
An invariable noun in Arabic is a noun that does not experience any change in its 
end-case mark even when its end-case position in the sentence changes [1 - 4]. The end-
case mark for this type of nouns is called, lTal-bena'a" mark. This mark differs from one 
noun to another according to its terminal letter, but it is fiexed for the same noun 
whatever its irah case is. Since the end-case mark in this case is fixed, the noun's end-
case is said to be implicit. 
Verbs are classified into three classes: past, present, and imperative [2 - 4J. From 
another perspective, a verb in Arabic is either perfect or imperfect [2 - 4J. A perfect verb 
is one that must be followed by a subject of verb ("fael"), which may be explicit or 
implicit. An imperfect verb is one that is followed by a nominal sentence, which 
consists of a subject, (flmobtada"), and a predicate ("khabar"). When a nominal sentence 
is preceded by one of these verbs, the subject is renamed as the verb's subject, and the 
predicate is renamed as the verb's predicate. While the verb's subject retains its 
nominative case, the case of the verb's predicate becomes accusative. The third and 
fourth examples in Tables 1 a and 1 b respecti vely demonstrate the effect of the imperfect 
verb. Past and present tense Versbs are also divided into active, and passive voice. From 
the end-case point of view, however, verbs in Arabic fall into one of two categories: 
variable and invariable [l - 41· 
A variable verb is a verb that experiences changes in its end-case mark according 
to changes in its irab case in the sentence. This change occurs if the verb is preceded by 
a verbal particle. The present tense verb, that is not suffixed by the feminine "noon" or 
the energetic "noon" [5] is the only verb type that comprises this category of verbs. 
Variable verbs can be in one of three irab cases: indicative, subjunctive, andjussive [1], 
[2 - 4]. If a verb is preceded by one of the subjunctive particles, then the verb is said to 
be in the subjunctive case. If it is preceded by one of the jussive particles, then it is said 
to be in the jussive case. Otherwise, if none of these particles precedes a verb,then the 
verb is said to be in the indicative case. The end-case mark of a verb depends on its case, 
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Examples 
eJ.;-I1 :~I.)-C-t I a.J 6.11 
Nominative :Irab Case 
f'4~ I~~~ 1~ 
I ar-rajulur kareemu subject 
I~~ I~~I -J+I"> 
ar-rajulu I kareemu I JR<llcate 
~~ I J...,Jq c)lS ~I"'l,J c)lS r--' = 0 -
kana I ar-rajUIu I kareema .Ij ~ 
subject of kana ..... tI'J 
'l.-I ~~I ~~I c)! ~, -I ., • ~ "..J u. ~
-U -,. .. 
inna ar-rajula I kareer;J tI'J ~ predicate of inna ~ U 
-I 1j. I ~~]~1 ~ ~l....lL:JI~ • ~ . - ~ ~ 1a ahada I kareemu I predicate of negation la "E 0 i~I !.11"JI! ~~ JAU ~ 
daraba I al-waladu I al·kurata subject of active voicc verb 
I ~ .. ·JlI ~ JAll~L:. subject of passive voice 
gutela I m:-Wl.llJ,! I verb 
[~h~ ,.u (,$JI.i. 
ya I moharnmadul designated proper 
name vocative 
[ '.'JL) ~ iJ",.-i.. .~ (,$JL:a... 
ya I mugeethul designated indefinite 
substantive vcx:ative 
I ~~II~.,JI .. 4- t ..... .,>l~U 
ja'a ar-rajulu lal-Jcareemu I dependent of a nominative 
Table lao Nominative noun irab cases and the corresponding end-case positions 
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.. i.4·1 II :~I.,rc y I t.J WI 
Examples • 
Accusative :Irab Case 
I~~ l4,.,..... J ~.".w. JU- J"..L 
darabahul darban Ishadeeda absolute object 
I~'.J~ 4..L.6~ 
mashaitu WI )1r-raseefa I object of accompaniment [ L..L;d ~la~~ ~J..t..L 
kharaja khalidu lsa&lha 1 adverbial object § 
-
[1.a,J4 ]udJ..l1 ~L( . ~ . 'a ~ 
'" ~ .""", rIl 
'lJ kana ar.tagsu ~ object of kana 0 Il.t 
-~p I J.t,.,JI) u! u! r--I Go) ~. ~ ~ inna lar-rajula I kareemu subject of inna U 
-
-Tb 
-s. Jj.l11 ~ (.Iao11"' ~WUJI'i ~ . - r- ~ la' ahada I fi al-manzili predicate of ncgalion Ia "E l-fiJf ~""I :&AI ~J,JAl..a ~ 
akhatha a1-waladu ~kurata object of verb 
f~~J ~~J~l JI.. 
thahaba ar-rajulu I dahika I adverb of state 
I u~1 ~~ J.a.1 Ju"-' 
akhatha ~ha. ~L qersha 
_J 
distinction nouns 
~lrJ····Ul~~ ~ _.a.".-La ~ .~ UJll.. 
ya ~ a1-clmi ejtahed undesignated indefinite substantive vocative 
~I L.1"s!) ~."JJ rll 4.l.t-'i J,JAl..a 
gama ar-rajulu Iiki3Il13iJ lahu object of purpose 
loLl.".. " Y! ,) ........... $1 i~i ..JI u exclusive adverbial 
~a al-hodour illa i!I_-wal_aWI exception noun 
~q'fiJl ":'~ -.,....:..L b . ~ 
daraba al-lrurata ~_kalo dependent of an accusative 
Table lb. Accusative noun irab cases and the corresponding eodwease positions 
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Examples 
~I :4.! .. ,I.,ret' UWI 
Genitive :Irab Case 
~fi l.Jf.u ~ ~L... 4...J1 ~w.... C -0 
-:l, -" ...... 
....." 
sahibu 8 kareemu ...... 'lJ second part of the til ~ possessive construct -
0 ~. 
[l.:*-u~ ~! 
til ~ . ~t.J~.J..J~ ~ G.~ U -
kharaja iIal al-maJa'ab I object of preposition .0 1.; &l ~ ~ ~~Ivl~~' .A- l;; 0 JJ . t:! ~ 
ar·rajulu fi ai-haiti I al-sagheel dependent of a genitive 
Table Ie. Genitive noun irab cases and the corresponding end-case positioll8 
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Variable ("'="~) Invariable (~) 
( •..• ~ • .M.:a.l ) ,..wI r--' ( ...• ~, , ~lJl ) J".-.,tll r-' 
Proper names Conjunctive (Relative) pronouns 
(m , .,." • ~1 ) 2 .. , ·;11 ~L.......'il ( •.••• l.a • lolA ) ',JUt' ,......,' 
The Five nouns Demonstrative pronouns 
(oo. , ~.J • J.1,J ) .1..>1..1.'1 ,....... Y 1 ( .... ~, 'll) J.~r-' 
Singular nouns Conditional pronouns 
( ... • ~.J • t,j 1J.1,J ) ... ( ... , vA • ".. ) .,,:at........;J1 ~ 
Dual nouns Personal pronouns 
( ... f JjL:a... • J4-.J ) -'!tuS';, ~ ( .... .;1, ~~) Ja,iJ1,........' 
Broken plural nouns Verb exaggeration & sound nouns 
( ... • u,J...,ll-.. , ~~) rJL... ~ ( ... • ~1, u... ) rtf;i ,,·1 ,.......1 
Sound plural nouns Interrogative nouns 
( ... • ~,J~) ~...,J.I ~ .I..u..J1 f'"""1 ( .... ~ ~ ) ~~I .l.u..J1 ,......, 
Non-compound numerals Compound numerals 
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type, and terminal letter. Tables 4a, 4b, and 4c show the possible irab cases and the 
corresponding end-case marks with examples. The reader will find it useful to compare 
the examples in Tables 4a, 4b, and 4c to observe the effect of the subjunctive and 
jussive verbal particles. 
An invariable verb is a verb that does not experience any change in its end-case 
mark even if it is preceded by any of the verbal particles that affect the end-case of a 
verb. These verbs include all the past and imperative tense verbs, and the present tense 
verbs that are suffixed by the feminine "noon" or the energetic "noon" letter. The end-
case mark for this type of verbs ( called "al-hena'a" mark) differs for the same verb 
according to the suffix attached. 
Particles are divided into two main classes: active and inactive [2 - 4, 6, 7]. The 
active particles are those that affect the case of succeeding words (nouns and verbs). The 
effect depends on the particle's type and the type of the affected word as well. The 
inactive particles have no effect on the succeeding word. The active particles are divided 
into three main classes: nominal, verbal, and nominal-verbal. The nominal articles put 
the succeeding nouns in the nominative, accusative, or genitive case according to the 
type of the particle and the end-case position of the noun. The verbal particles on]y 
precede a present tense verb and affect its case. The active verbal particles are divided into 
two main types: particles that put present tense verbs in the subjuntive case, and those 
that put present tense verbs in the jussive case. The nominal-verbal particles precede 
verbs and nouns, and include the conjunction ("aI-a1f') particles. These particles assign 
the end-case of the preceding word to the succeeding word. Fig. 2 shows the 
classification of particles and the types of particles under each class. Fig. 3 shows 
sample particles of different types. From the end-case point of view, all particles in 
Arabic are of the invariable type. That is, the particle terminal diacritic does not 
experience any change wherever it occurs in a sentence. 
Sentences, from the end-case point of view, are divided into two classes: 
sentences with end-case position, and sentences with no end-case position. Tables 5a, 
and 5b show these two classes, sentence types of each class, and an example of each 
type. 
Problem Definition 
The problem is to design and implement an End-Case Analyzer (ECA) of Arabic 
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inactive active 
verbal nominal-verbal nominal 
Iau ~ kay ~ wa .J inna . I 0 .. 
itha 1m r.J thonuna ~ fi . III ~ ~ 
.. 
gad .. ..u hatta ~ aw .,,1 ya La -
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(NAUS) that is under development. Given the output of the morphological and the 
syntactic analyzers of NAUS, ECA is to produce the end-case analysis of the sentence 
under consideration. The morphological analyzer determines the characteristics of the 
words of the sentence; the syntax analyzer detrmines (he syntactic functions (e.g., 
subject of verb, verb, object of verb, ... etc) of the constructs of the sentence. 
The purpose of ECA is to detennine the end-case characteristics of all the 
constructs in the sentence being processed. In addition, ECA is to determine the irab of 
the sentence as a whole. and the irah of the constituent subsentences, if any. The end-
case characteristics [2 - 4] include the fonowing: 
a) The end-case position, which represents the syntactic function of 
the construct in the sentence. 
b) The explicit/implicit irab case of each construct of the sentence. 
c) The end-case mark for each construct. 
Literature Survey 
With the recent trend of computer Arabization, researcH has been directed towards 
analysis of Arabic as a natural language, However, most of this research mainly 
concenlrated on the fields of morphological analysis [8 - 13] and syntactic analysis [13, 
15, 16J. 
The research work in the end-case analysis field is very little. In [17], a system 
capable of performing lexical and end-case analysis of constructs is described. This 
system is a lexical analyzer with the first elementary stage of an end-case analyzer. The 
system can only analyze isolated single constructs; it does not determine the word's end-
case position in a sentence. In another effort [18], a system was based on supplying the 
system with the grammatical rule in some special fonn before asking the system for an 
analysis that depends on that rule. The system is only capable of producing the end-case 
positions of words of simple non-imperative sentences. It does not produce end-case 
analysis of whole sentences. A third effort [19] presented an end-case analyzer of simple 
sentences only. The system was based on determining the compatibility of pairs of 
consecutive words. Although the system determines the end-case position and the end-
case mark of the words in the given sentence. it is restricted to the analysis of simple 
sentences only, and does not address end-case analysis of sentences as whole units. 
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Design of ECA 
NAUS accepts an Arabic sentence from the user, passes it through the syntactic 
and morphological analyzers and hence forwards it along with the syntactic and 
morphological output to ECA. The input to ECA consists of: 
a) The sentence as a sequence of words. 
b) the morphological characteristics, which specify the type of word (noun, verb or 
particle), person, number, gender, tense (past, present, or imperative for verbs), 
type and identity of affixes (prefix, infix, or suffix), root and derivation pattern 
(for nouns and verbs). 
c) The syntactic structure of the sentence_ The syntactic structure includes the 
general syntactic functions of the constructs of the sentence, and the type of the 
sentence. 
The output of ECA includes the following end-case characteristics for each 
construct of the given sentence: 
1- The type (variable and invariable) of the construct, 
2-. The end-case position of the construct, 
3- The irab case of the construct, 
4- The end-case mark of the construct, and 
5- For sentences, the implicit end-case position of the whole sentence. 
When developing an end-case analyzer as a component of a natural Arabic 
understanding system, the task can be divided into two main functions: invocation of the 
analysis within the system and performing the analysis, which is an independent activity 
given al1 required input. Thus, ECA is designed to consist of two main modules: the 
invoker and end~case generator. 
The development of the invoker involves incorporation of invocations of the 
required rules of the end-case generator into NAUS. Since syntax and end-case in Arabic 
are highly interrelated, the structure of the syntax analyzer greatly influences that of the 
invoker. As the syntax analyzer recognizes sentences, the corresponding end-case rules 
can be invoked. 
Furthermore, since the syntax analyzer of NAUS is a top-down parser, compound 
structures such as noun phrases are recognized as units and must be decomposed by the 
invoker into words in order to invoke the corresponding end-case rules of the end-case 
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generator. This approach is further imposed by the fact that the irab cases for some end-
case positions, e.g., subject, predicate. verb, and sentence are context-sensitive (due to 
the presence or absence of active particles and imperfect verbs). In this case, the end-case 
analysis invocation must be placed in the module that recognizes the context in which 
the construct occurs. For the context-insensitive cases, e.g., subject of verb and object 
of verb (tlfa'el" and mafool"), The corresponding invocations for the end-case rules of the 
end-case generator can be placed in the rule (in the syntax analyzer) that recognizes the 
syntactic functions of the construct, thus minimizing the number of occurrences of such 
invocations. 
The end-case generator consists of four main modules for nouns, verbs, particles 
and sentences respectively. Based on the irab cases of the noun, the noun module 
consists of three submodules (nominative, accusative and genitive) which detennine the 
irab case and end-case mark of single words in accordance with Tables 1 a, 1 b, and I c. 
The verb module consists of three submodules: imperative, past tense, and present tense. 
The imperative verbs are of the invariable type, but are of two kinds: perfect and 
imperfect. Since the end-case analysis of the verb itself does not depend on the fact that a 
verb is perfect or imperfect, both types of verbs are processed in the same way except for 
determining the verb's type. Accordingly, only one module, with a parameter for the 
verb's type, suffices to process all the imperative verbs. Past tense verbs are also of the 
invariable type and are further c1assified into two subclasses: active and passive voice. 
Accordingly, we have two modules for the past verbs. The present tense dass is 
analogously classified into two subclasses: active, and passive voice. From the end-case 
point of view, however, the present tense class is subdivided into variable and invariable 
verbs. Varable verbs are further divided into three subdivisions: indicative, SUbjunctive, 
and jussive. Applying this division to the two c1asses of present tense, namely, active 
and passive voice classes, we have six modules for variable present tense verbs. For 
invariable present tense verbs, there are two modules (for active and passive voice). 
Fig.4 shows the design structure of the verb module. Each of the eleven verb modules 
encodes the corresponding Arabic end-case grammar rules for the corresponding type of 
verb. The module is designed to process any kind of particle according to its identity. 
The input to the module is the identity of the particle and the particle itself. The output 
of the module includes: the type of particle, whether it is an active or a inactive particle, 
and its action in the sentence if it is an active particle. The rules for end-case analysis of 
sentences as whole units are encoded according to Table 5. 
Fig. 5 shows the overall design of the system. Fig. 6 shows the end-case analyzer 
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Implementation of ECA 
ECA was implemented in Prolog. The incoker was implemented by inserting the 
appropriate calls within the syntax analyzer. The number of rules used for decomposing 
compound structures is 51. The number of rulo;;!s of the end-case generator is divided as 
follows: 132 for nouns, 52 for verbs and 55 for particles. Fig. 7 shows some examples 
of calling the end-case rules for context-sensitive and context-insensitive constructs.The 
predicate bfb_feil of the syntax analyzer recognizes a verba: sentence consisting of a 
verb, subject of verb, and object of verb which are recognized by the predicates feit, fael, 
and mfol respectively. As the end-cases of the subject of verb and object of verb are 
context-insensitive, their corresponding end-case calls are made in the predicates fael and 
mfol (not shown in the example). The predicate bfm represents a verbal sentence 
consisting of an imperfect verb, recognized by the predicate kan, and a nominal sentence 
(consisting of a subject and a predicate) recognized by the predicate bab. End-case 
analysis of the imperfect verb is performed in the context (not shown) in which the 
predicate bfm occurs since it is a context-sensitive verb. The end-case of the subject is 
nominative and is recognized by the predicate asma_marfo, and that of the predicate of 
the nominal sentence is accusative and is recognized by the predicate asma_mnsb. Both 
cases are context-sensitive and the calls are made in the context in which they occur. The 
predicate afm iI1ustrates a case in which the end~case of a sentence represented by. the 
predicate afb or btb is context-sensitive and is determined by the predicate irab-jrnlh as 
the predicate of an imperfect verb. 
The syntax analyzer of NAUS divides the sentences of Arabic into eight classes 
that cover the whole spectrum of sentence structures. ECA was run for all classes of 
sentences. Appendix A shows a partial sample of the results. With respect to single 
words, every irab case was tested (in sentences) and the correct analysis verified. Fig. 8 
shows an output sample of ECA with corresponding translation and transliteration. The 
first line is the sentence being analyzed. The sentence is recognized by the predicate afm 
shown in Fig. 7. The sentence consists of the imperfect verb "awshaka" (recognized by 
the predicate raja_3wshk), the subject of "awshaka", (an implicit pronoun recognized by 
the predicate rnbtda), the particle "an" (recognized by the predicate "an"), and the 
corresponding predicate (the verbal clause "yanzaliqa fi al-hofrati" recognized by one of 
the predicates ath or bfb). Note that the verb of the verbal clause is required (by predicate 
xtrct) to be in the present tense. As the verbal clause is parsed, end-cases of the -particle 
"an", the prepositional phrase 10ft al-hofrati" and the subject of verb, an implicit 
pronoun, are produced as shown in the second, third, fourth and fifth lines by the 
corresponding recognizing predicates, since they are context-insensitive. However, note 
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that the end-case of the present tense verb "yanzaliqa" is not perfonned within the 
















asma_.arfc(.~'~r ~~, AwtS,Nom2), 
[X,[[F2,V21:_]1-Ncm4. 
f_mansob(F2.Y2,_), 
lrab_j .. lh ($ ..... t..:.o....Jr ...1L_ .... Jr .r.-A ~ ...b...e .".... S, X). 
Fig. 7. Example calls of the invoker within the syntax analyzer 
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1 ;,~I __ ..A....J~ ...:.IJ .s..:;.,,~ 
2 {.&. JI.itLo...JI ....l.L...a..JI...,.......:... ..,.........:.. ...... J-'>- : ...:.'t} 
3 {~-.A~:..,....} 
4 {Ji.Jo"'oi o-J.L ~..Alh_H ii>~1 ~f iM>~" J"~ ...... r : J3..P.-A ....... t ;,~t} 
:5 {..c. ...... J ....a.:..o .."...... ~ .,...- : ...h. t-.A: ",tl} 
6 {.£o ... J....b.,.a.."..a ~ ~ : .....Jo1..:....Jt ...h.~1 --I : .,J&} 
7 {Ji~i 6-1L ii>..A1h...JI .ii..o...:....if .,........:...JI iI...o:llJ;.".,.."........... .£oJ' ...... ...h. ...... =..:io..J~:..LJ.j-Jo 
B {.......;at...:.....JI ...h...A....lt ~..,-..:.....b..-o .."..a ~;;""":'I ".lor ~ ... } 
9 {.......::.....at u-iL ...,....:....,. ~t.A ~t...:. ...h.-.A: ~,,'t: ~""} 
1 {.,.. r JL t..J r ..;...., r J&..J ...!:!uo '..J ;.",.!. t ~ t 4...J..G..;>: a.......E.,JA 4.."o..J.L....iI :a.."...:;. t 3.lo"} 
1 Translation: "He w.as .about to fall in the dltch" 
1 Transl1teratl0n" awshaka an yanzaliqa fi al-hufratl.". 
2 {an: subjuncttve verbal particle} 
3 {fl: prepositional genitive particle} 
4 {al-hufrati: genitIve noun, end-case mark is kasra} 
5 {subJect of verb (yanzaliqa) 
impliclt pronoun 1n the nom1native case} 
6 {subJect of imperfect verb (awshaka) 
impllclt pronoun in the nomlnatlve case} 
7 {yan~aliqa: present tense verb In the subjunctlve case, 
end-case mark is fatha} 
8 {slmple partlcle verbal sentence : 
predIcate of imperfect verb. end-case impliclt f.atha} 
9 {awshaka: imperfect past tense verb, end-case mark 1S fatha} 
1 {compound partlcle verbal sentence : 
Independent sentence with no end-case position} 
Fig. 8. A sample output 
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predicate afb or bfb because it is context-sensitivej. Next, the predicate asma_marfo 
proxuces the end-case of the subject of "awshaka" (line 6). The predicate Lmansob 
produces the end-case of the verb "yanzaIiqa" in line 7. Note that the case of the verb is 
subjunctive because it is preceded by the subjunctive particle "an". Next, the predicate 
irab-Jmlh produces the end-case of the predicate clause of "awshaka" (line 8). The last 
two lines (produced in the predicate that invoked the predicate l?fm ) in Fig. 8 show the 
end--case analysis of the verb "awshaka" and that the whole sentence has no end-case 
because itis independent. 
The source code size of the end-case analyzer, including documentation. was about 
] 30 KB. However, memory usage by the analyzer, including the ca1ls inserted within 
the syntactic analyzer, was about 84 KB only. The end-case generator consists of 290 
rules. In order to measure the performance of ECA and avoid the effects of other modules 
of NAUS, a driver was used to run ECA separately and simulated morphological and 
syntactic input was used. Although the analyzer was tun in interpreter mode, the 
response time was a few seconds. Given the correct morphological and syntactic input, 
ECA always produces the correct end-case analysis, otherwise ECA returns failure. 
Conclusion 
In this research we have designed and implemented an end-case analyzer (ECA) of 
Arabic sentences. The end-case analyzer encodes the Arabic grammar rules of irab and the 
effects of applying these rules LO the constructs of sentences. The analyzer has been built 
to be used as a component of a Natural Arabic Understanding System (NAUS). ECA 
uses the output of the morphological and syntactic analysis modules of NAUS to 
detennine the end-case position and the end-case mark for each construct in the sentence. 
ECA consists of two main components, the end-case generator and the invoker. The end-
case generator encodes the rules of irab for all constructs of the Arabic sentence. The 
invoker initiates the relevant end-case rule from within the syntax analyzer of NAUS. 
ECA interacts with the morphological and syntax analyzers to resolve ambiguities 
and determine the correct analysis of sentence. ECA rejects the morphological or 
syntactic input if no end-case rule applies. In this case, the morphological and syntax 
analyzers are recalled (through backtracking) to produce another possible analysis. The 
process is repeated until an acceptable analysis is produced or the sentence is rejected. 
The extent to which ambguily can be resolved is not comprehensive since ambguity can 
be semantic which is another research problem. 
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ECA can be easily adapted towards any other related system or application by only 
restructuring the invoker to fit within the application under consideration. As an 
immediate application of ECA, it has been slightly modified to serve as an end-case 
synthesizer (in addition to analysis) in NAUS for sentence generation. FOT future work, 
the analyzer can be integrated into some other Arabic applications such as text 
generation, speech analysis/synthesis, systems for teaching Arabic. translation systems, 
and systems for checking and correcting grammatical errors in written and spoken 
Arabic. 
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